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A new style in living —
Superstone Radiators offer a unique approach to heating your home, combining energy-efficient 

design with classical artwork. Now you can display your radiator as a work of art – something to 

be proud of, not hidden behind the sofa or enclosed in a cover. 

Each radiator design has been produced by renowned Welsh sculptor Robert Conbear, whose work 

and collections have been exhibited nationwide. Swansea-based Robert is renowned overseas in 

America and all over the art world for his unique talents. 

Enhance your home —
Create an attractive centrepoint in your home or office with a timeless design that will be the envy 

of any lounge, kitchen, dining room or bathroom. Not only do they present a stylish talking point in 

your home, Superstone Radiators can improve your energy efficiency – a green way to save money.

Superior design —
Like a warm stone on a sunny day, Superstone Radiators release a gentle, comfortable heat. They 

bring together breakthrough technology and traditional stone heating methods to achieve a high 

level of efficiency and low running cost. 

The innovative design is less likely to block with sediment than other radiators and does not need 

bleeding. All radiators heat to running temperature quickly and on demand, and then retain heat 

like a night storage radiator. Using advanced formula, flexible materials, they work well with many 

types of hot water heating systems. 

About Superstone Radiators —
Stone has been used for heating in different forms for thousands of years. Superstone Radiators 

harness the thermal properties of this natural material and the power of modern technology to 

bring you a beautiful home feature with a low carbon footprint and superior efficiency. 

Since 1984, Superstone’s parent company Superseal Ltd has been involved in specialist concrete 

mouldings and the formulation of glass-reinforced polymer concretes (GRCs). Their research 

and development recently led to a technical breakthrough that meant GRC radiators could be 

combined with moulded artwork to create these attractive wall-mounted designs. With a wealth of 

experience and knowledge in the field, Superstone Radiators can assure you of quality materials 

and exceptional craftsmanship.



Tailored to your taste —
Superstone Radiators are available in Portland White for you to decorate according to the colour scheme in 

your home or to display as a stand-alone piece. Complement your décor with a palette to suit you, and enjoy the 

creativity of self-expression.

The Sunflowers
Van Gogh’s famous masterpiece is 
the classic choice for any prestige 
home or office interior – it is 
an iconic work that is instantly 
recognisable. The artist painted 
his subject in several hues, so you 
can enjoy a wide scope in colour 
coordination. The artwork also looks 
impressive in Portland White, with 
creative lighting to depict its features 
as a standalone sculpture. 

Size
890 x 1070mm

Weight
93kg

Output
896 W

Egyptian masterpiece
Chosen because of its fame and 
long-standing historical significance, 
this relief sculpture of the opulent 
King Tutankhamen’s tomb is a truly 
timeless piece. The Egyptians were 
known for their highly decorative 
paintings, so with a little research 
you can let your imagination flow 
and create the colour palette of your 
choice. Available in Portland White. 

Size
600 x 1300mm

Weight
93 kg

Output
896 W
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Sunflower Radiator —

Dimension Weight Heat Output Pipe Centres Distance From Wall

1070 x 890 x 40mm 93kg 896w 75mm 60mm
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Egyptian Radiator —

Dimension Weight Heat Output Pipe Centres Distance From Wall

1300 x 600 x 40mm 93kg 896w 476mm 60mm

40mm 600mm

1300mm

476mm
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